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Trained participant observers recorded the monitoring and controlling behaviors of 78 target managers. These managers' subordinates completed a number of questionnaires relating to perceived effectiveness, satisfaction, autonomy, commitment, and their leader's behavior. The results of the statistical analysis indicated enough support (from both the directly observed leader behavior and the questionnaire descriptions) to conclude that subordinates' behavior/situation does seem to influence leader behavior.
Despite the tremendous amount of attention that has been given to the topic of leadership over the years, we still know very little about the antecedents in the leadership process. This is true despite the fact that leadership has been studied in almost every conceivable way. Stogdill (1974), for instance, found the definitions of leadership to be multiple and diverse. He found leadership treated variously as the focus of group processes, the study of personality and its effects, the act of inducing compliance, the exercise of influence, an act or behavior, a form of persuasion, a power relation, an instrument of goal achievement, a differentiated role, the initiation of structure, plus various combinations of all of the above. The common theme in all of these various approaches to leadership is that the focus of attention is on the leader as initiator, the "influencer" rather than the "influencee" if you will. Green and Mitchell (1979) contend that pertinent leadership findings fall into three primary, though not comprehensive, categories. These categories consist of styles of leadership, consequences of leadership, and the leader's behavior itself. Once again, all three categories seem to point to the leader as the initiator of action. The antecedents are ignored.

Only recently has an antecedent of leadership begun to emerge. This neglected view treats leadership as a response (Barrow, 1976; Farris & Lim, 1969; Herold, 1977; Lowin & Craig, 1968; Mitchell, 1979; Porter, Lawler & Hackman, 1975; Tosi, 1982). In particular, this approach treats leader behavior as a responsive behavior rather than as an initiating behavior.

In light of this emerging direction for leadership, this study has three major purposes. First, the study variables focus on the antecedents of leader behavior rather than the more traditional categories. In particular, it is suggested that the leader engages in a particular behavior as a response to
his/her subordinate's behavior and/or situation. In other words, the leader's behavior is considered to be the dependent variable and the subordinate becomes the independent variable.

The second purpose of this study is to demonstrate the importance of what Tosi (1982) has called "a paradigm shift in the study of leadership" (p.222). The few studies that have dealt with leader behavior as a response to subordinates have mainly been conducted in a laboratory setting (Barrow, 1976; Farris & Lim, 1969; Herold, 1977). The present study deals with real leaders in real organizations and thus represents a transition from an artificial laboratory situation.

The third purpose of this study is to demonstrate the use and importance of observation measures as a supplement to the almost solely used standardized questionnaire measures in leadership research. This multiple method strategy can hopefully overcome some of the methodological problems that have plagued leadership research over the years.

Background on Leader Behavior as a Response

Two early and frequently cited studies established the basis for considering the leader's behavior as a response or dependent variable. Lowin and Craig (1968), through a manipulation of subordinate performance, found that leader behavior varied as a function of the subordinate's competence. Leader behavior was operationalized as closeness of supervision, consideration, and initiating structure. In a second major study, Farris and Lim (1969), using role-playing and a problem solving task, found leader behavior to be directly related to the performance level of the group.
Although there are a number of difficulties with this study, as well as with the Lowin and Craig study (e.g. see Herold, 1977 for a critical analysis), there is, nevertheless, some initial evidence that leaders may indeed respond to their subordinates in what they feel is an appropriate manner.

In an attempt to overcome the methodological problems of these two studies, (1977) Herold conducted a laboratory experiment involving 64 leader-subordinate dyads. This study was designed without confederates to encourage both subordinates and leaders to behave naturally. In addition to providing opportunities for variation in subordinate behavior, a procedure was provided to enable both the subordinate's behavior as well as the leader's reaction to the subordinate's behavior to be carefully monitored. Among other findings, Herold was able to show that leader's respond to satisfactory subordinate performance in a supportive fashion and to poor subordinate performance in a punitive fashion. Even though this study was methodologically sounder than the previous studies, it was still a laboratory study of very short duration and, of course, the subjects were aware that they were participating in a psychological experiment.

Barrow (1976), using 120 subjects in a simulated leadership situation, examined the effects of varying degrees of task complexity and worker performance levels in an attempt to gauge leader behavior. The two independent variables, subordinate performance and task complexity, were entered into a 2 X 2 factorial design involving high/low measures of each of the independent variables. Given that this study examined the manner in which high/low subordinate performance on a task of high/low complexity would impact on four styles of leadership behavior--task emphasis, punitive performance emphasis, supportive/considerate, and autocratic emphasis--the findings were quite interesting. It was found that leader behavior changes as a result of
varying both subordinate performance levels and environmental conditions. Thus, leaders in this sample did not maintain a single behavioral style. Instead, their behavior changed as subordinate performance levels increased or decreased. Barrow (1976) concluded that:

"The proposition that subordinate performance influences the behaviors a leader uses, raises the interesting possibility that the nature of effective leadership resides in the leader's subordinates" (p. 440).

In a recent conceptual article, Tosi (1982) argued that predictability of leader behavior should be treated as a dependent variable. In this way, research could focus on the amount of variance accounted for by specific influencing factors (e.g., subordinate behavior and/or the situation) as well as the various factor interactions. In a previous piece, Mitchell (1979) argued the same point when he pointed out that we have been looking at leadership in the wrong way. He contended that the process of leadership cannot be understood until the antecedents of leader behavior are understood.

With this background, there have been several attempts to refine and extent the idea of leader behavior as a response rather than as an initiation action. For example, Green (1975) in a study involving 179 managers, concluded that the relationship between instrumental leader behavior and performance may be reciprocal. In another study Green and Schriesheim (1980) conclude that in recently formed groups, leaders may adjust their supportive behavior in response to the level of group cohesion and arousal already present. These findings are consistent with the adaptive-reactive model of leadership (Osborn & Hunt, 1975) and the more recent multiple influence model of leadership (Hunt & Osborn, 1981).
Another supporting theory can be found in the Vertical Dyad Linkage approach (VDL) (Dansereau, Cashman, & Graen, 1973; Dansereau, Graen, & Haga, 1975; Dansereau, Alutto, Markham, & Dumas, 1982; Graen, Cashman, Ginsburg, & Schiemann, 1977; Liden & Graen, 1980). VDL theory suggests that leaders treat individual subordinates differently. For example, using leader/subordinate dyads as the unit of analysis, the VDL approach would predict that certain subordinates who are committed to the organization, and who extend greater time and energy on behalf of the organization, are rewarded with more of the leader's positional resources (information, confidence, concern, etc.) than are subordinates not displaying these behaviors (Dansereau et. al., 1975).

The present study attempts to explore the relationship between leader behavior and subordinate behavior and/or the situation. Since most of the previous work in this area has been laboratory studies and/or highly reactive experimental designs, it seems appropriate at this time to do an exploratory field study using observational measures of leader behavior in natural settings. In particular, the following three specific hypotheses are proposed in order to test the general proposition that leader behavior can be accounted for by considering it as a response to subordinate's behavior and/or the situation.

**Hypothesis 1.** The first hypothesis is that subordinates who are both highly autonomous and satisfied with their supervisor will have their performance monitored and controlled to a lesser degree than subordinates who are low on autonomy and not satisfied with their supervisor.

**Hypothesis 2.** Second, it is hypothesized that highly autonomous subordinates who are committed to the organization will have their performance monitored and controlled by their supervisors to a
lesser extent than will uncommitted subordinates who are low on autonomy.

**Hypothesis 3.** The third hypothesis is that highly autonomous subordinates who perceive the organization to be effective will have their performance monitored and controlled to a lesser degree than subordinates who are low on autonomy and perceive the organization to be less effective.

**Method**

**Sample**

The sample for this study had 78 target managers and their subordinate groups consisting of 2 to 13 members each. These work groups were drawn from a wide diversity of organizations and represented both the public sector and private sector. There were manufacturing, service and retail firms, as well as government and health care organizations represented. The target managers were at all levels and performed all functions.

**Measures**

Observations of leader behavior in the natural setting were obtained through use of the LOS or Leadership Observation System (Luthans and Lockwood, 1983). Carefully trained participant observers were used to record the frequencies of specified leader behaviors. Although other behavioral data were also collected (the LOS has nine categories), that dealing with "Monitoring and Controlling Performance" or MCP was used in this study. The behavioral descriptors for this category include the frequency in which the leader inspects his/her subordinates' work and monitors their performance data (e.g., financial reports, computer printouts). This measure is very similar to Lowin and Craig's (1968) closeness of supervision measure of leader behavior.
The reliability of this observational approach to measuring the frequency of leader behavior in natural settings appears to be quite acceptable. For example, there was a 93.5 percent agreement between trained participant and outside observers (trained graduate students). Furthermore, Cohen's (1960) kappa statistic (the proportion of joint judgments in which there is agreement after chance agreement is excluded) yielded a highly significant ($p<.001$) .81 in the reliability analysis of the LOS. As far as validity, a multitrait-multimethod (MTMM) analysis found at least preliminary support for both convergent and discriminant validities when multiple rater sources were treated as multiple methods (Luthans & Lockwood, 1983).

Besides the target managers having their behaviors recorded on the LOS by participant observers, subordinates completed the Organizational Effectiveness Questionnaire (Mott, 1972) which had Cronbach alphas of .69 for the subscales of productivity and adaptability and .79 for overall effectiveness. These subordinates also completed the satisfaction with supervision scale of the Job Descriptive Index (Smith, Kendall, & Hulin, 1969, \( \alpha = .78 \)); the autonomy scale of the Job Diagnostic Survey (Hackman & Oldham, 1975, \( \alpha = .62 \)); the Organizational Commitment Questionnaire (Porter, Steers, Mowday & Boulian, 1974, \( \alpha = .91 \)); and the consideration (\( \alpha = .55 \)) and initiating structure (\( \alpha = .87 \)) scales of the Leader Behavior Description Questionnaire-XII (Stodgill, Goode, & Day, 1962).

Procedures

For each of the 78 target leaders, the LOS, a one-page form with 9 broad behavioral categories including the one for managing and controlling performance, was completed at varying random times each morning and each afternoon over a five week period for a total of 50 observations. The participant observers were selected on the basis of their frequent contact and
interaction with the leader, as well as their thorough understanding of the work performed by the leader.

The observers went through a training workshop conducted by the researchers. This training began with an overview of the purposes of the research, followed by a detailed examination of each of the categories on the LOS. Next, observers were taught how to overcome possible observation errors (Thorton & Zorich, 1980) and how to be as unobtrusive as possible when recording behaviors. Finally, the observers were given an opportunity for extensive practice through modeling and role playing exercises. On a final extensive exercise that simulated most of the behavioral categories of the LOS, an evaluation found the trainees to be nearly perfect in their ability to record these behaviors.

The data obtained from the LOS and the subordinate questionnaire measures were analyzed using multiple regression techniques (Cohen & Cohen, 1975). For each target leader and his/her subordinate work group, mean levels of each relevant variable were computed. In addition, the proportion of total leader behaviors was calculated for each subscale of the LOS. The autonomy moderated relationship between the subordinate measures of effectiveness, commitment, and satisfaction with supervision, and the observed leader behavior of monitoring and controlling performance was analyzed by hierarchical multiple regression analysis of the interaction terms.

Results

Table 1 shows the means, standard deviations, and group mean correlations for all relevant study variables, except the LOS obtained measure of leader
behavior called monitoring and controlling behavior which is shown in Table 2. As shown, there is a significant \( p < .01 \) correlation between the various sub scales of organizational effectiveness and organizational commitment and satisfaction with supervision. In addition, the leader behavior of consideration (as measured by the LBDQ) is shown to correlate significantly with organizational commitment, satisfaction with supervision, and the overall effectiveness, adaptability and productivity scales of perceived organizational effectiveness subscales. Thus, there is at least preliminary, even though only correlational, support for the general proposition that leader behavior is related to subordinate’s behavior/situation.

Table 2 shows the mean correlations for the leader behavior of monitoring and controlling performance when it is considered as a proportion of total leader behavior. Significant correlations are found between this directly observed behavior and both perceived overall effectiveness and productivity and directional support for the other two subscales. Importantly, this finding gives multiple method support to the general proposition that leader behavior is related to subordinate’s behavior/situation.
Support for all three hypotheses is shown in Tables 3, 4, and 5. For example, when autonomy is considered as a moderating variable between frequency of the observed leader behavior of monitoring and controlling performance (MCP) and satisfaction with supervision, a significant relationship is demonstrated. Even more interesting is the significance of autonomy as a moderating variable between subordinate organizational commitment and MCP as a percentage of the total observed leader behavior (see Table 4). The interaction between subordinate autonomy and organizational commitment produces a significant ($p<.01$) increment to $R^2$ of .1752. In similar fashion the interactions created by autonomy and each of the various subscales of perceived organizational effectiveness also produce significant increments to $R^2$ (See Table 5).

-------------------------------

Insert Figures 1 and 2 about here

-------------------------------

Figures 1 and 2 graphically illustrate the effects of different levels of autonomy on the relationship between MCP and each of the independent variables. For example, as both autonomy and organizational commitment increase, the leader response of monitoring and controlling performance decreases. Conversely, increasing organizational commitment, combined with low levels of autonomy, seems to produce higher levels of monitoring and controlling performance by the leader. The same type of findings are illustrated in Figures 1 and 2 for satisfaction with supervision and for each of the perceived effectiveness subscales. Thus, support for the general proposition and each of the hypotheses is demonstrated.
Discussion

This study was conducted with three rather broad purposes in mind. First, the study focused on the subordinate's behavior/situation as an antecedent to leader behavior. Second, leader behavior as a response was examined in natural settings rather than in the artificial laboratory settings used in most previous research. Third, the use of observational measurement techniques (LOS) as a multiple measures data gathering strategy was demonstrated.

The study provides support for the proposition that leader behavior may be a response to subordinate's behavior/situation. Although simple correlational analysis can give only tentative support, the multiple regression analysis shows that highly autonomous subordinates who are more satisfied with their supervisor tend to have their performance monitored and controlled to a lesser degree by their boss. Thus, the independence that they desire is apparently given. Conversely, subordinates low on autonomy, who are satisfied with their supervisor, tend to receive more monitoring and controlling behaviors from their boss that they apparently want and need.

A second important finding of this study is the autonomy moderated relationship between mean organizational commitment of subordinates and observed monitoring and controlling behaviors of managers. As subordinates who are committed to the organization increase in autonomy, they find their performance checked and controlled to a lesser degree. A similar result is obtained by subordinates, high on autonomy, who perceive the organization to be quite effective. That is, for increases in each of the perceived organizational effectiveness subscales, subordinates displaying high levels of autonomy experienced less and less monitoring and controlling of their performance. Since the converse of each of the above findings seem to also
occur, it appears that leaders respond to different subordinate's behavior/situation differently. This finding is consistent with earlier laboratory findings (e.g., Barrow, 1976).

On balance, the findings of this study lend support to earlier laboratory research. The fact that this research was conducted in natural settings offers an important extension for the study of leadership as a response. On the other hand, the findings of this study represent only tentative evidence because an experimental design with more evidence for the direction of causality between subordinate and leader behavior was not employed. Yet, by using multiple measures, especially the LOS, some of the problems with previous experimental research was overcome in this study. The findings from this study will hopefully stimulate field experiments using multiple methods (including observationally gathered data in natural settings) to further examine subordinate influence on leader behavior.
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### TABLE 1
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS AND GROUP MEAN CORRELATIONS AMONG STUDY VARIABLES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLES</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Satisfaction With</th>
<th></th>
<th>Autonomy</th>
<th>Consideration</th>
<th>Initiating Structure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commitment</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>.49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction With Supervision</td>
<td>37.00</td>
<td>6.58</td>
<td>.41**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autonomy</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>.57</td>
<td>.35**</td>
<td>.22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consideration</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>.43**</td>
<td>.55**</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initiating Structure</td>
<td>3.56</td>
<td>.46</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.34**</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.48**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Effectiveness</td>
<td>3.84</td>
<td>.39</td>
<td>.38**</td>
<td>.49**</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>.39**</td>
<td>.33**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptability</td>
<td>3.72</td>
<td>.46</td>
<td>.31**</td>
<td>.37**</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.36**</td>
<td>.27*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility</td>
<td>4.16</td>
<td>.61</td>
<td>.28*</td>
<td>.50**</td>
<td>.41**</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>.22*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Productivity</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>.42</td>
<td>.37**</td>
<td>.45**</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>.37**</td>
<td>.31**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N=78  
** p<.01  
* p<.05  
1 See Table 2 for Monitoring and Controlling Performance
TABLE 2
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS AND MEAN CORRELATIONS FOR MONITORING AND CONTROLLING PERFORMANCE AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL OBSERVED LEADER BEHAVIOR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLES</th>
<th>Satisfaction With Commit</th>
<th>Super</th>
<th>Autonomy</th>
<th>Overall Effective</th>
<th>Adapt</th>
<th>Flexibility</th>
<th>Productivity</th>
<th>Consider Structure</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>Sd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring and Controlling</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.26*</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>.212</td>
<td>.28*</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>-.07</td>
<td>.12 .07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* p<.05
N=78
### Table 3
HIERARCHICAL REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF SATISFACTION WITH SUPERVISION AND AUTONOMY AS PREDICTORS OF THE LEADER BEHAVIOR OF MONITORING AND CONTROLLING PERFORMANCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sets of Independent Variables</th>
<th>Cumulative $R^2$</th>
<th>$F$</th>
<th>$df$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
<th>Increment To $R^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction With Supervision And Autonomy</td>
<td>.0804</td>
<td>3.277</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>.025</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction With Supervision $X$ Autonomy</td>
<td>.1361</td>
<td>3.887</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>.0064</td>
<td>.0557</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4
HIERARCHICAL REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF AUTONOMY AND ORGANIZATIONAL COMMITMENT AS PREDICTORS OF THE LEADER BEHAVIOR OF MONITORING AND CONTROLLING PERFORMANCE AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL OBSERVED LEADER BEHAVIOR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sets of Independent Variables</th>
<th>Cumulative $R^2$</th>
<th>$F$</th>
<th>$df$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
<th>Increment To $R^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Autonomy And Commitment</td>
<td>.0721</td>
<td>2.914</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>.039</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autonomy $X$ Commitment</td>
<td>.2473</td>
<td>8.105</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>.0001</td>
<td>.1752</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE 5
HIERARCHICAL REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF AUTONOMY AND PERCEIVED ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS AS PREDICTORS OF THE LEADER BEHAVIOR OF MONITORING AND CONTROLLING PERFORMANCE AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL OBSERVED LEADER BEHAVIOR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SETS OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES</th>
<th>Cumulative $R^2$</th>
<th>$F$</th>
<th>$df$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
<th>Increment To $R^2$</th>
<th>$F$</th>
<th>$df$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall Effectiveness And Autonomy</td>
<td>.0759</td>
<td>3.082</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>.032</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Effectiveness X Autonomy</td>
<td>.1913</td>
<td>5.835</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>.0004</td>
<td>.1154</td>
<td>10.56</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Productivity And Autonomy</td>
<td>.0971</td>
<td>4.035</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Productivity X Autonomy</td>
<td>.2019</td>
<td>6.241</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>.0002</td>
<td>.1048</td>
<td>9.71</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptability And Autonomy</td>
<td>.0601</td>
<td>2.399</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>.073</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptability X Autonomy</td>
<td>.1446</td>
<td>4.171</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>.004</td>
<td>.0845</td>
<td>7.31</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility And Autonomy</td>
<td>.0553</td>
<td>2.196</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>.094</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility X Autonomy</td>
<td>.1198</td>
<td>3.357</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>.014</td>
<td>.0645</td>
<td>5.42</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>&lt;.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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